RATIONAL USE OF A PRODUCT ACT
Summary
The ALEC model Rational Use of a Product Act clarifies the law as to when a
manufacturer or other seller is subject to liability for injuries stemming from misuse of its
products: the alleged injury must result from the reasonable, foreseeable misuse of the
product. The model act accomplishes this goal in two ways. First, the model act
assures that the reasonableness of the !"#$%&'()$*conduct in misusing the product is
taken into account. The mere fact that a misuse might, in some way, +'*,-"('$''.+/'0*
is insufficient for imposing liability when the misuse was unreasonable.
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Second, the model act clarifies how courts should apply the misuse doctrine. It
states that misuse is an affirmative defense to a product liability claim when a consumer
puts a product to an objectively unreasonable use. But, when an individual uses a
product in an unintended but reasonable way, the misuse becomes a factor for the trier
of fact to consider in assessing comparative fault. In such an instance, the court shall
reduce damages to the extent the alleged injury resulted from the misuse.
Model Legislation

{Title, enacting clause, etc.}
Section 1. {Title.}

This Act shall be known and may be cited as the Rational Use of a Product Act.
Section 2. {Misuse of a Product}

O

(A) Affirmative defense.

A seller is not liable in a civil action for harm caused by unreasonable misuse of
its product.
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(B) Comparative Fault.

If a defendant does not qualify for an affirmative defense under subsection (A),
the claimant's damages shall be reduced to the extent any reasonable misuse
contributed to the injury. The trier of fact may determine that the harm was caused
solely as a result of such misuse.
(C) Definitions.
(1)
,12$%$'0*&'.#$*%$'*"-*.*3("4%!t for a purpose or manner different
from the purpose or manner for which the product was manufactured. Misuse includes,
but is not limited to, uses: (a) unintended by the seller; (b) inconsistent with a

specification or standard applicable to the product; (c) contrary to an instruction or
warning provided by the seller or other person possessing knowledge or training
regarding the use or maintenance of the product; or (d) determined to be improper by a
federal or state agency.
(2)
,5'//'(0*&'.#$*67' manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor, or retailer
of the relevant product.
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(3)
,8nreasonable misuse0* &'.#$* (a) a reasonably prudent person
would not have used the product in the same or similar manner or circumstances; or
(b) the product was used for a purpose or in a manner that was not reasonably
foreseeable by the seller against whom liability is asserted. For purposes of subsection
(3)(a), the reasonableness of the conduct of a person who is a member of an
occupation or profession with special training or experience in the use of a product shall
be determined based on a reasonably prudent member of that occupation or profession
in the same or similar manner or circumstances.
Section 3. {Misuse in Product Liability Action.}

(A) Design defect. A misused product may be considered defective in design
when the reasonably foreseeable risks of harm related to a reasonable misuse of the
product could have been significantly reduced or avoided by the adoption of an
alternative design that (a) would not have resulted in an unreasonable increase in the
cost of designing and manufacturing the product for its intended use; (b) would not have
reduced the efficiency, utility, or safety of the product for its intended use; and (c) was
available at the time of manufacture.

O

(B) Warning defect. A misused product may be considered defective because of
inadequate instructions or warnings when the reasonably foreseeable risks of harm
posed by a reasonable misuse of the product could have been significantly reduced or
avoided by providing additional instructions or warnings regarding the dangers of the
misuse at issue. A product is not defective if additional instructions or warnings related
to such misuses would have detracted from instructions or warnings intended to prevent
more serious or likely hazards.
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Section 4. {Severability clause.}
Section 5. {Repealer clause.}
Section 6. {Effective date.}

2

RATIONAL USE OF A PRODUCT ACT
In many states, a manufacturer has a duty to both design a product to avoid, and
warn against, risks of injury from reasonably foreseeable misuses of their products. The
problem with this approach is that almost any kind of product misuse can be
!"#$%&%%'()%*+, %&-%./'))0, /1, 2/13&/425, 6 e.g., that someone will use a book as a
stepstool, a shovel as a doorstop, or a steak knife as a toothpick.
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A rule imposing liability on a manufacturer for misuses of its products regardless
of how unreasonable, inconceivable or absurd does not create the right incentives. It
undermines the goals of effective warnings and cost-effective design improvements. It
leads to a proliferation of wacky warnings, higher prices, and less choice. It also
wrongfully rewards irresponsible people for engaging in risky, dangerous activities.
Further, it holds manufacturers and other sellers to standards they cannot meet, and, in
some cases, can result in putting them out of business.
It is not feasible or helpful for manufacturers to design products to withstand any
conceivably foreseeable misuse. American automobile makers need not design a car
that floats, just because it is foreseeable that someone may drive a car through a
stream. Similarly, they need not build a pickup truck like a bulldozer because it is
foreseeable that someone will use the vehicle to push a boulder. Such unnecessary
features drive up costs that are passed on to consumers, penalizing the average person
for the irresponsible behavior of a few individuals. Product liability law is not intended to
turn manufacturers into absolute insurers of their products or require them to supply
merchandise that is accident or fool proof.

O

The awarding of such liability over the past few decades has led manufacturers
to warn of hazards from absurd misuses of products. These warnings trivialize and
undermine cautions concerning legitimate dangers about which the user might not
#52%$7/&%,(%,'7'$%8,,!9#:('$3/14+,.#1&;:%$&,7/52,7'$1/14&,'(#;5,%<%$0,.#1.%/<able
$/&=*,1#,:'55%$,2#7,$%:#5%*,.';&%&,.#1&;:%$&,!5#,4/<%,;-,#1,7'$1/14&,')5#4%52%$+,'13*,
ultimately, will lead to more accidents.1
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The ALEC model Rational Use of a Product Act clarifies the law to assure that
52%, $%'&#1'()%1%&&, #", 52%, .#1&;:%$>&, .#13;.5, in misusing the product is taken into
'..#;158, , ?2%, :%$%, "'.5, 52'5, ', :/&;&%, :/425*, /1, &#:%, 7'0*, (%, !"#$%&%%'()%+, /&,
insufficient for imposing liability when the misuse was unreasonable.
The model act also clarifies how courts should apply the misuse doctrine. It
states that misuse is an affirmative defense to a product liability claim when a consumer
puts a product to an objectively unreasonable use. But, when an individual uses a
product in an unintended but reasonable way, the misuse becomes a factor for the trier
of fact to consider in assessing comparative fault. In such an instance, the court shall
reduce damages to the extent the alleged injury resulted from the misuse.

Deterioration of the Misuse Defense
Product liability law, at its origin, recognized that when a manufacturer places a
-$#3;.5,#1,52%,:'$=%5*,/5,/:-)/./5)0,$%-$%&%15&,52'5,52%,-$#3;.5,7/)),!&'"%)0,3#,52%,@#(&,"#$,
72/.2,/5,7'&,(;/)58+2 When a person is injured by a product due to a hidden risk that the
manufacturer was in a better position to guard against than the consumer, the cost of
the injury is placed on the manufacturer and incorporated into its prices. Consumers
who use products in ways that are unintended, however, create risks that are different in
degree and kind than those who properly use products, and for which manufacturers
should not be considered responsible. Nevertheless, over time, some courts have
compromised this basic principle.3
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As tort scholar Professor David Owen explains, product liability was initially
limited to injuries stemming from intended uses. In the 1950s and 1960s, courts
/1.$%'&/14)0,3%5%$:/1%3,)/'(/)/50,('&%3,#1,72%52%$,52%,-$#3;.5,7'&,-;5,5#,'1,!'(1#$:'),
;&%8+,,90,52%,ABCD&,'13,ABBD&*,:#&5,.#;$5&,2'3,'3#-5%3,52%,!$%'&#1'()0,"#$%&%%'()%,
;&%+, &5andard that prevails today.4 E&, F$#"%&&#$, G7%1, $%.#41/H%3*, !52%, /11'5%,
<'4;%1%&&, #", I"#$%&%%'(/)/50>, '&, 52%, #1%, 3%"/1/5/#1'), &5'13'$3, "#$, 52%, 3#.5$/1%, J#",
misuse]Kits only limiting basisKrenders the definition of misuse virtually meaningless
as a device f#$,3%5%$:/1/14,52%,&.#-%,#",)/'(/)/50,/1,'.5;'),.'&%&+,(%.';&%,"#$%&%%'(/)/50,
is an illusory, confusing, and flexible notion.5
L13%$, '1, #-%1*, ;1)/:/5%3, "#$%&%%'(/)/50, &5'13'$3*, !1#, -$#3;.5, ;&%, /&, %<%$,
"#$(/33%18+6 Rewarding consumers who misuse products may lead to more careless
behavior and unnecessarily inflated prices.
Some courts have shown extraordinary reluctance to dismiss cases where the
misuse was even remotely foreseeable and in the most absurd and bizarre situations.
Here are a few actual examples:
E, M/.2/4'1, '--%))'5%, .#;$5, "#;13, 52'5, /5, 7#;)3, (%, /:-$#-%$, 5#, !'&&;:%+,
that intentionally inhaling glue to get high is a misuse of the product.7

!

A New York appellate court reversed a rare grant of summary judgment,
finding that a drug store could have foreseen that a customer would use
.#&:%5/.,-;""&,5#,.#'5,2%$,3';425%$>&,-'@':'&,/1,72/5%,";$,"#$,',.#&5;:%*,
which ignited when she leaned over a stove.8

!

The New Jersey Supreme Court found that an elevator manufacturer
might have foreseen that a maintenance crew would use the top surface
of an elevator to move a large conference table from floor-to-floor, though
it found the jury erred when it placed all responsibility on the manufacturer
when the crew accidently left the elevator set on automatic, crushing the
skull of a worker riding on the top.9

!

M'$0)'13>&,2/42%&5,.#;$5,$;)%3,52'5,',.#)#41%,:'1;"'.5;$%$,:'0,(%,)/'()%,
after a teenager poured the cologne on a lit candle to scent it, igniting the
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2

cologne and injuring her companion, because it was foreseeable that
cologne might generally come in contact with a flame.10
A federal appellate court, applying Virginia law, found that a manufacturer
52'5, &#)3, !(;$1/14, ').#2#)+, #1)0, 5#, 3%15/&5&, '13, -$#"%&&/#1'), 3%15'),
laboratories, reasonably should have foreseen that inmate dental
assistants in a penal farm laboratory might drink the alcohol as a beverage
and then go blind.11

!

One federal court even found it foreseeable that an eleven-year-old boy
would amputate part of his penis while riding on top of a canister-type
<'.;;:, .)%'1%$, (%.';&%, .2/)3$%1, '$%, =1#71, 5#, !%N-)#$%, '13, "/33)%, 7/52,
52%,3%</.%8+,,?2%,<'.;;:,2'3,(%%1,)%"5,#;5,/1,52%,2'))7'0*,-);44%3,/1*,7/52,
its two filters removed for cleaning, the hood open and fan exposed, when
the child, left home alone, rode it in his pajamas as if it were a toy car.12
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!

In each of these cases, the manufacturer was subjected to liability for these
harms. Judges often allow cases involving obviously unreasonable misuse of a product
to go to trial since jurors might still find such m/&;&%&,!"#$%&%%'()%+,5#,52%,:'1;"'.5;$%$8,,
Jurors may be understandably inclined to require a business, which it may view as a
!3%%-,-#.=%5*+,5#,-'0,',&0:-'52%5/.,-)'/15/"",72#,2'&,%N-%$/%1.%3,',&%$/#;&,/1@;$08,,?2%,
!"#$%&%%'(/)/50+, &5'13'$3*, 7/52, /5&, .2'1ce of recovery for injuries stemming from clear
misuses of products, encourages plaintiffs to bring meritless claims. Such lawsuits
impose unnecessary legal expenses on employers and hurt the economy.

O

For example, in one recent case an individual who was hit with a bottle in a bar
brawl claimed that that the beer maker ought to have designed a stubby glass bottle or
sold beer only in plastic bottles to diminish the likelihood of such incidents. While an
appellate court agreed with the plaintiff that it was reasonably foreseeable that longneck
(#55)%&, :/425, (%, ;&%3, '&, 7%'-#1&*, 52%, .#;$5, ;-2%)3, 52%, 5$/'), .#;$5>&, 3/&:/&&'), #", 52%,
-)'/15/"">&,)'7&;/5,#1,52%,4$#;13,52'5,52%,$/&=-utility analysis used to evaluate whether a
-$#3;.5, /&, 3%"%.5/<%, !3#%&, 1#5, #-%$'5%, in a vacuum, but rather in the context of the
-$#3;.5>&, intended use and its intended users.13 In appropriate cases, the appellate
court found, such decisions may be made by the court as a matter of law.
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Had the plaintiff provided more concrete evidence that the risk of fights involving
longneck glass bottles outweighed the utility of design, however, the court would have
required the company to prove at trial that a different type of bottle would have impaired
52%,-$#3;.5>&,;&%";)1%&&,#$,$'/&%3,/5&,.#&58 The unquestionably unreasonable misuse of
the product would not provide a defense.

3

A Rational Rule for Product Use
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The model act provides a rational rule for product use. In Section 2, it recognizes
that a product seller is not subject to liability for harm caused by misuse of a product if
52%, &%))%$, &2#7&, 52'5O, !PAQ an ordinary reasonably prudent person . . . would not have
used the product in the same or similar manner and circumstances; or (2) the product
was used for a purpose or in a manner that was not reasonably foreseeable by the
-$#3;.5,&%))%$8+,,As noted above, many states look solely to foreseeability in determining
whether a manufacturer is subject to liability for misuse. The model act assures that an
important aspect of evaluating the fairness of imposing liability for a particular misuse is
whether the misuse is unreasonable such that the average, reasonable consumer would
not reasonably expect the product to be designed and manufactured to withstand it.14
In cases involving a person with special training or experience in the use of a product,
such as machinery or other equipment, the model act provides that the reasonableness
#", 52'5, -%$&#1>&, .#13;.5, /&, %<');'5%3, ('&%3, #1, 2#7, ', $%'&#1'()0, -$;3%15, :%:(%$, #",
that profession in the same or similar manner or circumstances.
This reasonable use standard is drawn from several sources. The Restatement
?2/$3*,72/.2,2'&,/3%15/"/%3,:/&;&%,'&,'1,'$%',#",.#1";&/#1*,/1<#=%&,!$%'&#1'()%1%&&+,5#,
4;/3%,.#;$5&,'&,5#,72%1,',-)'/15/"">&,-$#3;.5,:/&;&%,&2#;)3,not be deemed foreseeable.
R5,$%.#41/H%&,52'5,!J-S$#3;.5,&%))%$&,'13,3/&5$/(;5#$&,'$%,1#5,$%T;/$%3,5#,"#$%&%%,'13,5'=%,
precautions against every conceivable mode of use and abuse to which their products
might be put. Increasing the costs of designing and marketing products in order to
avoid the consequences of unreasonable modes of use /&,1#5,$%T;/$%38+15

O

?2%, U%&5'5%:%15,";$52%$,1#5%&, 52'5, !J5S2%,-#&5, &')%, .#13;.5, #",52%,;&%$,:'0, (%,
so unreasonable, unusual, and costly to avoid that a seller has no duty to design or
7'$1, '4'/1&5, 52%:8, , V2%1, ', .#;$5, &#, .#1.);3%&*, 52%, -$#3;.5, /&, 1#5, 3%"%.5/<%+, /1, /5&,
design or warnings.16 To illustrate this point, the Restatement notes that while it is
reasonable to expect a chair to support a person standing on its seat to reach the top
shelf of a bookcase, a chair is not defectively designed if it lacks the stability to support
',-%$&#1,72#,(')'1.%&,#1,52%,.2'/$>&,('.=,"$':%8,,R1,52'5,/1&5'1.%*,52%,!:/&;&%,#",52%,
product is so unreasonable that the risks it entails need no5,(%,3%&/41%3,'4'/1&58+17
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?2%, :#3%), '.5>&, '--$#'.2, 5#, .#1&/3%$/14, 52%, $%'&#1'()%1%&&, #", 52%, :/&;&%, /&,
consistent with the Model Uniform Product Liability Act (MUPLA) and the laws of several
&5'5%&8,,MLFWE,-$#</3%&,52'5,:/&;&%,!#..;$&,72%1,52%,-$#3;.5,;&%$,3oes not act in a
manner that would be expected of an ordinary reasonably prudent person who is likely
5#,;&%,52%,-$#3;.5,/1,52%,&':%,#$,&/:/)'$,./$.;:&5'1.%&8+18 Thus, MUPLA avoids use of
the vague foreseeability standard entirely and focuses on reasonableness of the use.
Several states have adopted this or similar definitions. For example, Idaho
follows MUPLA.19 M/.2/4'1, 3%"/1%&, !:/&;&%+, 5#, /1.);3%, !;&%&, #52%$, 52'1, 52#&%, "#$,
which the product would be considered suitable by a reasonably prudent person in the
&':%, #$, &/:/)'$, ./$.;:&5'1.%&8+20 Montana recognizes an affirmative defense where
52%, !-$#3;.5, 7'&, unreasonably misused by the user or consumer and the misuse
.';&%3,#$,.#15$/(;5%3,5#,52%,/1@;$08+21 In addition, some state courts have applied the
4

pri1./-)%, 52'5, 72%1, ',-%$&#1>&,/1@;$0, $%&;)5&, "$#:,'1, ;1$%'&#1'()%, ;&%,#", 52%,-$#3;.5*,
recovery may be precluded.22
Clarifying When Misuse is an Affirmative Defense
or Element of Comparative Fault
Another point of confusion with regard to misuse law is when misuse provides an
affirmative defense to liability or is simply a factor to be considered in apportioning
liability in states that provide for comparative fault.
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In the 1970s and 1980s, most states abandoned contributory negligence, which
provided a complete defense to liability when a plaintiff was partially responsible for his
or her injury. In its place, states adopted comparative fault, which permits a jury to
$%3;.%,',-)'/15/"">&,$%.#<%$0,/1,-$#-#$5/#1,5#,2/&,#$,2%$,&2'$%,#",$%&-#1&/(/)/508,,X/1.%,this
change in the law, there has been great uncertainty as to when misuse of a product
provides a complete defense to liability and when it is merely an issue of comparative
fault that may reduce recovery.23 Legal scholars have noted that whether product
:/&;&%, /&,', .#:-)%5%, 3%"%1&%, 5#, )/'(/)/50, #$,:%$4%&, /15#, .#:-'$'5/<%, "';)5, !/&, ', <%N/14,
-$#()%:,72/.2,2'&,0%5,5#,(%,3%)/(%$'5/<%)0,'33$%&&%3,(0,:#&5,.#;$5&,'13,)%4/&)'5;$%&8+24
The model act addresses and answers this question.
The model act recognizes that a seller has an affirmative defense when a
product is used in a manner that is at odds with how an ordinary reasonably prudent
person would use it. In these cases, the seller has no duty to take measures to protect
the user. There is also no liability when a product is used for a purpose or in a manner
that was not reasonably foreseeable by the product seller, in which case the seller could
not have guarded against the danger.25 R1, &;.2, &/5;'5/#1&*, !.#:-'$'5/<%, 1%4)/4%1.%,
should have no bearing. The def%13'15,2'&,</#)'5%3,1#,3;50,5#,52%,-)'/15/""8+26
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When misuse does not qualify as an affirmative defense under the criteria above,
the model act recognizes in Section 2(B) that the jury may consider the extent to which
misuse of the product resulted in the i1@;$08, , ?2%, @;$0, 7#;)3, 52%1, $%3;.%, 52%,-)'/15/"">&,
recovery in proportion to how much misuse of the product contributed to the injury.
Finally, Section 3 of the Act provides guidance for when misuse can lead to a finding of
design or warning defect.
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